Retail Display Boosts Selling Power!

Display Socket Trays near the hand tools — display takes up just three square feet of shelf space — and watch ‘em ring up sales! They practically sell themselves! You’ll be showing and selling the industry’s most popular toolbox accessory — Hansen Socket Trays.

Socket trays come in SAE and Metric sizes for 1/2", 3/8", or 1/4" drives. They’re molded of rugged ABS plastic to shrug off lubricants, solvents and abuse. Display holds four trays in each of the three SAE sizes and five Metric sizes. Part No. 9910

SAE Sizes, Red ABS • Metric Sizes, Gray ABS

Also Available

Socket Tray Six-Pack Assortment

For display, in warehouses, or for retail store tags in a shipping carton. Part No. 902000 Includes one each:

Part No. 1401 • Part No. 1201 • Part No. 3801
Part No. 1402 • Part No. 1202 • Part No. 3802

Hansen Hex/Torx Tray

Hex/Torx Tray helps automotive technicians instantly find the socket or bit they need. Tray holds 3/8" Drive SAE hex socket sizes 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16 and 3/8"; Metric sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 8.5mm. Torx bit sizes 27, 30, 35, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 50, 55 and 60. Tray is molded of tough ABS plastic to resist oil, grease and solvents. Sizes for each of the SAE, Metric and Torx sockets are pad printed in an oil and grease resistant black ink. Special end tangs on a 9-3/16" x 3-1/4" tray provide a finger hold for picking up tray in tight tool boxes.

• Keeps specialized sockets and bits in one place
• Helps technicians keep tool chests organized

Part No. 50000

3pc Standard Socket Tray Set

Standard 3 pc. Set comes with the following trays and sizes clearly marked on posts.

Part No. 9301 (RED) SAE

1/2" Drive, Regular and Deep Well 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8 & 1-1/4"

3/8" Drive, Regular and Deep Well 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 5/16, 9/32, 5/16, 11/32, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16 & 5/8"


Hansen Socket Trays straighten out toolbox clutter and chaos.

• Socket Trays provide easy access and organization for individual sockets
• Post bases are beefed up and designed to hold sockets more securely.
• Made of tough ABS plastic that resists gas, oil and abuse.
• Trilingual Packaging for SAE.
• Lifetime Warranty and Made in USA.

Display Socket Trays near the hand tools — display takes up just three square feet of shelf space — and watch ‘em ring up sales! They practically sell themselves! You’ll be showing and selling the industry’s most popular toolbox accessory — Hansen Socket Trays.

Socket trays come in SAE and Metric sizes for 1/2", 3/8", or 1/4" drives. They’re molded of rugged ABS plastic to shrug off lubricants, solvents and abuse. Display holds four trays in each of the three SAE sizes and five Metric sizes. Part No. 9910

SAE Sizes, Red ABS • Metric Sizes, Gray ABS

Also Available

Socket Tray Six-Pack Assortment

For display, in warehouses, or for retail store tags in a shipping carton. Part No. 902000 Includes one each:

Part No. 1401 • Part No. 1201 • Part No. 3801
Part No. 1402 • Part No. 1202 • Part No. 3802

Hansen Hex/Torx Tray

Hex/Torx Tray helps automotive technicians instantly find the socket or bit they need. Tray holds 3/8" Drive SAE hex socket sizes 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16 and 3/8"; Metric sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 8.5mm. Torx bit sizes 27, 30, 35, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 50, 55 and 60. Tray is molded of tough ABS plastic to resist oil, grease and solvents. Sizes for each of the SAE, Metric and Torx sockets are pad printed in an oil and grease resistant black ink. Special end tangs on a 9-3/16" x 3-1/4" tray provide a finger hold for picking up tray in tight tool boxes.

• Keeps specialized sockets and bits in one place
• Helps technicians keep tool chests organized

Part No. 50000

3pc Standard Socket Tray Set

Standard 3 pc. Set comes with the following trays and sizes clearly marked on posts.

Part No. 9301 (RED) SAE

1/2" Drive, Regular and Deep Well 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8 & 1-1/4"

3/8" Drive, Regular and Deep Well 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 5/16, 9/32, 5/16, 11/32, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16 & 5/8"


Hansen Socket Trays straighten out toolbox clutter and chaos.

• Socket Trays provide easy access and organization for individual sockets
• Post bases are beefed up and designed to hold sockets more securely.
• Made of tough ABS plastic that resists gas, oil and abuse.
• Trilingual Packaging for SAE.
• Lifetime Warranty and Made in USA.
Custom Organize SAE or METRIC Wrenches

Tough polypropylene rack has 13 pairs of wrench slots and comes with two sets of peel-off labels; one in Metric sizes 6mm through 20mm and the other in SAE sizes, 1/8-inch through 1-inch. Low profile, fits 2-inch deep toolbox drawers. Spring tabs in each slot keep wrenches in place. Molded in carry handle, “Butterfly” type display hook hole molded in. (wrenches not included).

Quik-Pik SAE & Metric Wrench Racks

Quik-Pik Wrench Racks organizes wrenches while the clear labeling makes sizes easy to grab and go. Empty slots quickly show which wrenches are missing. Spring tabs in each slot keep wrenches in place. Low profile, fits 2-inch deep toolbox drawers. Molded in carry handle, “Butterfly” type display hook hole molded in. (wrenches not included).

Each tray pad printed with the following wrench sizes:


Part No. 5302 (GREY) – Metric:

2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16mm

Made of tough polypropylene plastic. Lifetime Warranty. Made in USA.